
It’s Not Over Yet
• Economic Expansion: 10yrs and Counting

• Despite recent concerns about an economic slowdown, the long late-
stage expansion continues

• Banking on Accommodative Policy
• Dovish pivots by central banks should help global economies navigate 

broadly weakening industrial conditions

• Tariff Whack-A-Mole
• The delay of large tariffs with China is a positive, likely outweighing 

smaller tariff threats
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Economic Expansion: 10yrs and Counting

• Manufacturing Surveys Highlight Weakness. Purchasing Managers’ Indexes (PMIs)
released last week pointed to a continued slowdown in U.S. manufacturing activity
in June. Markit’s Manufacturing PMI came in higher than May (50.6 vs. 50.1) but still
only modestly in growth territory. On the other hand, the ISM’s Mfg indicator
weakened month-over-month (51.7 vs. 52.1). Some have attributed this recent soft
patch to the ongoing uncertainty surrounding trade policy, as well as some of the
spillover effects of a slowing global economy.

• Consumer Remains Resilient. Last Friday’s jobs report showed unemployment
oscillating near cycle lows. When viewed alongside still-elevated readings on
consumer confidence and consumption over the past few weeks, households
continue to appear relatively healthy. With consumer spending accounting for
roughly 70% of GDP on average, the strength in U.S. households should continue to
support this 10 year old economic expansion.

• Recession Risk Moderates. Glenmede’s proprietary Recession Model currently
estimates a near 10% chance of recession. This model is a well-balanced mix of
leading and excess indicators that seeks to estimate the probability of recession in
the U.S. within the next 12 months. While components such as the inverted yield
curve by themselves suggest a higher probability of recession, other components
such as credit spreads and gauges of economic excess point to more muted risk.
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Glenmede Model Suggests Low Likelihood of Recession

Chart of the Week:
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Despite recent concerns about an economic slowdown, the 
long late-stage expansion continues
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Banking on Accommodative Policy

• Fed Minutes to Affirm Rate Cut Expectations? This week the Federal Reserve will
release the minutes from its June meeting and investors will look for evidence that a
rate cut is coming when the Committee next convenes at the end of July. Fed
Funds Futures currently imply that a rate cut is a virtual certainty at the next meeting,
including a 30% chance that the policy rate will drop by a full half percent.

• Lagarde Likely Next ECB President. European leaders have nominated International
Monetary Fund Chair Christine Lagarde to succeed Mario Draghi as the next head
of the European Central Bank (ECB). In the past, Lagarde has supported the ECB’s
dovish policy actions and has echoed the belief that interest rates should not be
raised unless there is clear evidence of inflationary pressures. Following the news of
her nomination, bond yields across Europe fell as investors expect Lagarde to
maintain a stance of accommodative monetary policy if elected.

• Status Quo for the BoJ. The Bank of Japan continues its ultra-accommodative policy
stance, as it seeks to achieve its elusive 2% inflation target on a sustained basis.
Inflation has yet to show signs of achieving this goal and weakening industrial data
has prompted officials to signal an intent to keep the bank’s policy rate at extreme
lows for the foreseeable future.
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Tariff Whack-A-Mole

• The US-China G20 Truce. Last week, trade negotiations between the U.S. and China
continued with no substantial breakthroughs. As announced following the G20
meeting, Trump is delaying additional tariffs on $300B Chinese goods and Chinese
President Xi has promised to buy a “tremendous amount” of U.S. agricultural goods.
Last Tuesday, White House advisor Peter Navarro stated that trade talks were
“heading in a very good direction.”

• Are EU Tariffs Around the Corner? The Office of the U.S. Trade Representative
announced last week that it is considering implementing an additional $4B of new
tariffs on the European Union related to a World Trade Organization (WTO) case
alleging unfair governmental support of Airbus. Unlike the tariffs threatened on
European autos, which are aimed at pressuring the EU into a comprehensive trade
deal, these tariffs may follow a more formal framework as determined via the WTO.

• U.S. Targets Tariff Loopholes Through Vietnam. The U.S. Department of Commerce
announced last week it would impose tariffs of up to 456% on certain steel products
shipped through Vietnam. It appears the administration is seeking to stem the flow of
goods passing through Vietnam for purposes of avoiding U.S. customs duties,
particularly from countries that have been affected by the steel and aluminum
tariffs. The overall impact of this decision will likely be insignificant in terms of its effect
on broad economic activity.
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Dovish pivots by central banks should help global economies 
navigate broadly weakening industrial conditions

The delay of large tariffs with China is a positive, likely 
outweighing smaller tariff threats
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